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Worldyards (www.worldyards.com) is a webbased information and analytical system
containing all relevant commercial, technical
and management information about active
merchant shipbuilding worldwide.
Worldyards conducts consultancy and advisory
work in commercial shipbuilding, offshore,
and repair sectors.

Dramatic capacity expansion
 Since 2005, Worldyards has tracked an extensive capacity
expansion by global shipbuilders.
 Initially, our capacity projection numbers were challenged as too
high.
 Our projections turned out to be too conservative.
 There were efficiency improvements (intensive gains) and new
investment (extensive gains).

 Contrary to market consensus, there were sufficient steel and
main engines. Challenge is management skills and owner’s
willingness to take delivery
 Worldyards uses cgt per square meter of dock space as capacity

metric with micro adjustments at shipbuilder level for cumulative
capacity totals.

Shipbuilding Output:

Global Development Trends & Potential Estimates

What about orders?
 Worldyards is tracking all orders in a sophisticated follow up

system.

 Failed orders are removed if they don’t make it past contracting
stage.
 Terminated contracts either kept in orderbook or removed
depending on whether yard will halt or resell/build for own
account.
 Rescheduled orders have adjusted delivery dates.
 Cancelled contracts due to late delivery are either kept in
orderbook depending on whether yard will resell or build for their
own account.

What about orders?
 Approximately 6% of the orderbook are terminated by mutual
agreement in contractual agreement(counting from 1st of January
of 2008).
 5% is rescheduled (or stretched).
 It is fairly difficult to terminate or cancel a shipbuilding
contract.
 In many cases, if an owner cancels a contract (after seller
default), the shipyard will continue building the ship.
 Therefore, cancelled orders ≠ capacity reduction.

Terminations of Signed Contracts (in CGT and no. of Orders in Bracket)
Counting from 1st of January 2008

“Short-term” and “Long-term”
 The most productive approach is not to take a value analysis of
what measures are a rescue or not, but simply indicate that there
are policy choices facing government.
 We can define “short-term” measures as those designed to
avert immediate crisis in bankruptcy, abrupt closure of yards etc.
Emergency aide belongs to this category. In the short run we can
do a lot of things to stabilise supply but over the long-run only
demand matters.
“Long-term” measures will have to be taken after the initial spur
of emergency aid which will have lingering impact on the longterm equilibrium of shipbuilding.

“Short-term” and “Long-term”
 Short-term measures taken in 2009 will have implications for

coming several years.

 Ships will generally be built (some analysts and owners publicly
proclaimed that 40% of the orderbook will vanish, but so far only
a fraction materialised).
Yards will survive (in some rare cases, support is even extended
to building mega facilities).

But we still have too much capacity, so governments
now must consider longer term policies.
What will the shipbuilding industry look like in 2012?
How will the key drivers of demand ie Tankers, Drybulk,
container, LNG and Offshore develop?
To what extent can offshore act as the savior for all the
hungry shipyards?

Lessons from Japan
 By 1977, the pain from the evaporation of new orders

was too intense and the industry started to call for a
structural reform. New orders in 1978 were less than 10%
of the peak in 1973.
 Ministry of Transport’s Shipping and Shipbuilding
Rationalization Council (SSRC or Kaiun Zosen Gorika
Shingikai), facilitated all the deliberations between the
bureaucrats, unions and shipbuilders.
First target was to cut from 9.81m cgt capacity down to 6.4m cgt.
The slump reach crisis proportions in 1987 and 1998, leading to
the second round of measures.
By 1988, the efforts of the shipbuilding majors and government
inducements cut capacity by 24% from 6.0m cgt to 4.6m cgt.

Conclusions
 Honestly we can’t see much governments can do to

boost demand, so the focus should be capacity constraint
(or at least restraint), Japanese style or otherwise. How it
shall be done now will need much more detailed planning
and research.
Policy making can be seen as kind of investment in the
future. As with intelligent investing should start from a
scientific base.
Market needs to see action at best, clarity of disciplined
principle. Otherwise market will expect long structural
period of low prices (possibly below cost).

Stronger yards not enthusiastic about blanket rescues

A concerted approach by governments might
be the most sensible for the health of the
industry and would also find support from the
industry.
Can the principle be to minimise (if not eliminate) government support
measures that often simply keep uneconomic enterprises afloat, and
keep overcapacity high?
OECD has concept of “normal competitive conditions.”
Objective is to have level playing field.
Can OECD’s Council Working Party on Shipbuilding offer a framework?
Efforts could be concentrated at OECD WP or at a minimum act as
catalyst for sensible short and long term policy that will support the
future health of the industry

Thank you and most importantly ….
Good luck!

